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Introduction

In the year 2008 the publication of a meta-analysis looking 
into the outcomes associated with rosiglitazone alarmed 
the regulatory bodies regarding safety signals of drugs [1]. 
Subsequently we saw the several regulatory bodies (FDA, 
EAMA, etc.) widen their focus from the narrow efficacy window 
to include safety issues as a prime outcomes measure. The 
financial fallout was obvious, since it became mandatory for 
the pharmaceutical industry to follow the directives (safety) 
to get marketing rights. The CVOTs trials done with DPP-4 
inhibitors were all neutral from the primary outcomes point of 
view raising questions whether it’s worth spending such huge 
amounts on CVOTs. This argument was buttressed by the fact 
that none of the RCTs documented a cardiovascular benefit 
with intensive glucose lowering. However, the publication of 
EMPA REG outcomes trial changed the picture completely [2]. 
Now we can expect a molecule related impact on cardiovascular 
outcomes (irrespective of intensive glucose control). Moreover, 
all these outcomes trials made us aware of several unknown 
adverse effects associated with anti-hyperglycemic agents. With 
this background this mini-review investigates the rationale of 
conducting CVOTs.

 
The quantum of financial investment in CVOT 

A very common criticism about CVOTs is that a huge amount 
of fund is diverted away from other important research areas. So, 
what should be our response? Should the funds have allocated 
for CVOTs reduced? 

Let us take an in-depth look at this issue. 

Is it justified investing big in CVOTs?

Recent trends suggest a reversal of trend favoring non-
communicable disease over communicable disease as far as 
global burden of disease is concerned [3]. By the year 2030 
CVD would feature as the major non-communicable disease of 
interest. It is predicted that by this timeframe we are looking 
at approximately 24 million deaths annually from heart attack 
and stroke [3]. The health care cost is going to skyrocket if we 
consider the morbidities associated with the above-mentioned 
conditions in the survivors. The Emerging Risk Factors 
Collaboration study documented loss of 6 years of life in type 2 
diabetic patients above 50 years of age [4]. With recent data with 
SGLT-2i and GLP1-RA documenting decreased CV & all-cause 
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mortality, we can give back some of those lost years. Hence is it 
not justified to invest heavily in CVOTs?

Investment in CVOTs versus other research areas

Contrary to conventional belief, the largest number of 
new molecule applications including fastest FDA approvals is 
happening with oncology drugs [3]. If we look at the innovative 
compounds, drugs targeting the cardiovascular system 
come a distant fifth (behind oncology, CNS, anti-infectives 
including vaccines, and genito-urinary drugs) [3]. Taking 
the epidemiological projections and the actual spending on 
preventing cardiovascular deaths it seems justified to conduct 
more CVOTs rather than cutting down on the budget.

Primum non noce: CVOT in diabetes - Only CV centric?

A major misconception as far as judging CVOTs are concerned 
is looking at them from a myopic cardiovascular perspective 
[5]. These are multiple end studies, which assesses several 
diabetes-related outcomes. One of the major areas of focus is 
safety of the therapeutic agent in question. The advantage of 
such an assessment lies in the fact that these studies are done in 
a randomized, controlled, blinded fashion minimizing biases as 
much as possible [6]. Although the duration of follow up is small, 
it does help in generating a hypothesis from the secondary end 
points which can subsequently be tested in a large observational 
real-life study and post-marketing surveillance study. There have 
been past instances where drugs got approval after conducting 
efficacy trials only to be withdrawn later due to life threatening 
adverse events, the classical examples being terfenadine & 
HDL-C raising agents (Table 1).

Table 1: Approved agents which got withdrawn later.

Drug in Use Cause of Withdrawal

Terfenadine [5] QTc prolongation:

125 deaths in US

33 deaths in UK

1 death in Canada

HDL-C raising agents [6]
Niacin (AIM HIGH):

Numerically higher ischemic 
stroke Vs. placebo

As a matter of fact, post AIM HIGH, other studies assessing 
the impact of raising HDL-C on CVD also hit similar roadblocks. 
Prominent among them is the ILLUMINATE trial [7]. This led to 
a reassessment of the CV risk status conferred on low HDH-C. In 
the year 2016 reassessment of the Framingham Offspring study 
failed to demonstrate isolated low HDL-C as a CV risk factor 
[8]. And what about the scary terfenatide data? Do we need to 
wait for such disastrous consequences before initiating safety 
measures/trials? The above-mentioned examples illustrate the 
utility of CVOTs in not only assessing the safety/superiority of 
a agent from a cardiovascular perspective but also in raising 
numerous important hypothesis needing further research and 
clarifications [9-10]. 

CVOTs: Outcomes beyond CVD

Cardiovascular outcomes trials with gliptins, GLP1-RA and 
SGLT-2i sprang a few surprises both related and unrelated to 
the cardiovascular system (Table 2). In view of the possibility 
of renal benefits associated with SGLT-2i dedicated trials were 
initiated [11]. The topline results of CREDENCE assessing renal 
outcomes with canagliflozin are already in public domain [12]. 
The results are encouraging. So, what did CVOTs have to offer 
apart from pure CV outcomes? A lot [13-15]. 

Table 2: CVOTs & anti-hyperglycemic agents-surprising outcomes.

CVOT Surprising outcomes

SAVOR TIMI 53 [9] Increase in hHF

EMPA REG [2] & CANVAS 
PROGRAM [10]

Significant improvement in 
composite renal outcomes 

(exploratory outcome-needs 
confirmation).

CANVAS PROGRAM [10] Lower limb amputation

SUSTAIN 6 [11]
Increased rates of retinopathy 

(related to rapid glucose 
lowering)

CVOT: The way to progress

The regulatory authorities have responded in a justifiable 
manner making it mandatory for new drug applicants to follow 
a stringent recommendation focused on safety concerns [16,17]. 
Every single molecule will now have to prove their safety from a 
CV and QTc prolongation point of view. As physicians we need to 
be vigilant whether such data are available with new molecules 
prior to prescribing them [18,19]. Let us take the example of 
DPP-4 inhibitors [20]. How do we choose a safe agent in a type 
2 diabetes patients with established cardiovascular disease? 
(Table 3) 

Table 3: Choosing between gliptins.

MACE/MACE+ hHF QTc

Sitagliptin 
[13,14] Neutral Neutral Passed

Saxagliptin 
[9,15] Neutral

Avoid in 
patients with 
past H/O HF 

and CKD stage 
3 and above

Passed

Linagliptin 
[16,17]

Neutral (Top-
line result) Result awaited Passed

Vildagliptin 
[18,19] Not done ? [VIVIDD trail] Passed

Teneligliptin 
[20]

Not done No data Failed
(Available in 

India)

Conclusion

The issue is no longer whether CVOTs are justified or not. But 
how to modify them. The EASD study group has been organizing 
CVOT summit on an annual basis [21]. The main objective of this 
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meet is to assess and modify the way the scope of CVOTs can 
be expanded. They recommend bringing all medications under 
the scrutiny of CVOTs. Even the older agents like metformin and 
sulfonylureas should not be exempted from this scrutiny. Not 
only the field of diabetes, but medicines in other disciplines of 
medicine likes nephrology, cardiology, neurology etc. should be 
brought under the purview of CVOT. 
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